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Lazio, Rome’s metropolitan region, is falling 
behind in global competition. We see this in its 
scant ability to attract foreign investment and, 
with few exceptions, its inadequate orientation to 
exports, and by its position in the rankings put out 
by the European Commission1. More in general, it 
is striking how essentially marginal Lazio is in the 
international economic community. When it comes 
to tourism, Rome joins the ranks of London, Paris, 
and Berlin (to only name European capitals) as the 
stars of the show, but when it comes to economics, 
finance, and innovation, its role is that of an extra.2  

This situation is neither inevitable nor permanent. 
Far from it, in a climate of increasingly fierce 
global competition, there is a proliferation of 
areas that chose to start fresh and managed to give 
themselves new economic directions. Depending 
on the specific case, these changes happened either 
because of factors outside of policy or because of 
the effect of steps taken by the competent levels of 
the government.

Of particular interest in this process of change 
are policy actions launched to create ecosystems 
favorable to innovative startups. This article will 
focus on this segment of innovation policies. 

The choice was made based on three essential 
factors: 

a) The centrality of the issue in the current 
economy 
A Global Startup Revolution is underway in the world. 
We can see why considering the fact that some of the 
kings of the global economy were small, innovative 
businesses until quite recently. This is the case of 
Google, Amazon, Yahoo, and many others. There’s 
more to it. Other factors include the impact that 
small, high-content businesses are having on many 
economies. They are the ones hiring in a difficult 
economic environment, giving them a fundamental 
role in employment3. From a sociological perspective, 
the success of many of these businesses’ founders 
has helped change the collective imagination of the 
economic role model, shifting it from the figure of the 
manager to that of the entrepreneur-innovator. 

The result is like a “gold rush” with many players 
getting involved. Local governments around the 
world are competing with each other with action 
programs and area quality rankings, seeking to 
attract innovative businesses. There is a growing 
number of venture capital funds specialized in this 
sector. Universities are opening to businesses and 
target geographic areas by creating incubators and 
technology transfer programs4. Multinationals are 
launching accelerators in urban areas they think 
might be the next “hot spots”5. More and more 
prizes are given to stakeholders in local areas for 
ideas that might become businesses. 

INTRODUCTION
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There is a global phenomenon underway, and it is 
essential that we think about the way that the Lazio 
Region and Rome’s metropolitan area are situated 
in this process6.

b) The “cross-disciplinary” nature of public action  
The second reason of interest has to do with the 
role that the public sector should play in building 
an ecosystem favorable to startups. We should not 
overlook the fact that achieving this goal will require 
overcoming some specific obstacles of a “cultural” 
nature. This means changing the traditional 
administrative operational approach, shifting from 
hierarchical models to “networked” organizational 
approaches. It also means setting a comprehensive 
policy. Among many aspects, it includes suggesting 
a “local economic narrative”, defining a “holistic” 
strategy to achieve it, providing financial tools 
to foster the creation of businesses, promoting 
networking and dialogue between large and small 
businesses, and evaluating actions implemented to 
define programs for relationships between industrial 
sectors and academia. A quite significant aspect of this 
is becoming a genuine connector between a variety 
of actors, from those who are traditional players 
in this area (such as universities, businesses, and 
financial institutions), to schools, the various levels 
of the public administration potentially involved, and 
international organizations in the area.

Initiatives in this area, which take a “pro-
active” approach to public action in the field of 
innovation, fit in with recent theoretical rethinking 
of the relationship between the public and private 
spheres on this issue7. This would require the local 
government to dialogue with the most innovative part 
of the productive sector, deepen its connection with 
local socio-economic players, and define economic 
features that can serve as a foundation model for 
initiatives (that otherwise can be fragmentary) for 
players in the regional economy. 

c)Significance for ending the recession 
The creation of new innovative enterprise touches 

on some important aspects in the process of ending 
the recession (the third reason for interest). First of 
all, with some exceptions, startups affect the “young” 
segment of the labor market. This makes it crucial in 
a country like Italy where the generational issue has 
long been a major point of discussion. 

We should also consider the “osmotic” relationship 
between academia and business that an ecosystem 
of startups requires and its impact on one of the 
key points of the competitiveness gap on a national 
level. 

Also of importance are the “externalities” on 
traditional industries, which can improve their 
productivity through collaboration with innovative 
businesses. 

Furthermore, building an ecosystem of innovation 
is an action that leads to a “densification” of 
relationships, to use a sociological term, between 
stakeholders, which could ultimately have significant 
positive effects for the economic environment in the 
region and Italy. 

Now that we have explained the reasons that 
encourage us to focus on this area (joined by 
the start of a programming period for European 
Structural Funds strongly oriented to innovation), 
this article will go into greater depth on some 
specific aspects of it. First we will consider the 
local context, placing it within changes affecting 
startup policies on a global level (sect. 1). The 
article will then review the current situation of 
startups in the region (sect. 2), the potentials 
of Lazio’s system, related to its universities and 
research centers, large industry, and the public 
administration (sect. 3), and its weaknesses (sect. 
4). We will then present some specifics on which 
to focus to “catch onto” the global trend (sect. 5). 
Before concluding, we will discuss how to define 
a strategy, identifying specific actions to build an 
ecosystem in the region favorable to the creation of 
innovative enterprise (sect. 6). 
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1.1 A Global Startup Revolution is underway. 
The world’s most dynamic areas are focusing 
on supporting a pro startup environment. The 
common ambition of many policy makers in large 
metropolitan areas seems to be to replicate Silicon 
Valley at home. Policies have been launched to create 
“ecosystems” that facilitate the creation of new 
businesses. Initiatives are being launched in a “race” 
to extract the entrepreneurial talents from local 
universities, attract them from around the world and 
establish a productive dialogue between universities, 
institutions, and the worlds of finance and business. 

The world’s largest cities were first in this race, 
but they have been recently joined by smaller 
and medium cities that had been absent from the 
economic conversation until recently and have now 
adopted policies on the issue. These initiatives were 
spontaneous, but now have been made official “from 
above”. National governments are getting involved 
in the issue, and Italy is no exception8. The European 
Union is “seizing the moment” to promote initiatives 
that work on strategic and financial levels, as well as 
in connection with industry professionals9.

1.2 Rome and Lazio are absent from this “new 
wave”, in which some of the world’s most dynamic 

areas are taking part. Of course, things are not at 
a standstill. There has been some recent movement, 
as seen in the establishment of the Roma Startup 
association, which brings together professionals in 
the sector interested in lobbying to promote policies 
favorable to new innovative businesses10. 

There are many other indicators that show the 
ferment of the situation in Rome and Lazio.

The first indicator is that the traditional system 
of regional incubators and technology centers is 
joined by a second system organized by private 
entrepreneurs11. This is the case of accelerators 
like Luiss Enlabs, which came out of collaboration 
between one of the city’s Universities and investors; 
there’s Startalia, specializing in creative industries, 
and those focused on social innovation like The Hub 
Roma. An ecosystem is being built around these 
entities, and though it will be joined soon by other 
efforts, it is still in its infancy12. 

Another aspect in evidence is activism in terms of 
financial tools. Competent administrative entities 
on a regional level (FILAS and BIC) have long had 
programs, supporting startups, both for the growing 
interest of business angels and private equity funds13. 

1. ROME AND LAZIO  
ON THE GLOBAL  
STARTUP SCENE 
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In this overview, we should pay due attention to the 
efforts of some large local companies, including 
Telecom Italia, with its Working Capital, Wind 
with its Wind Business Factor initiative, Enel with 
EnelLab, and Ericsson, with its Ego program. They 
all have identified startups as an area in which to 
invest, both with a business approach and in terms 
of corporate social responsibility14. This trend does 
not only involve large businesses. For example, the 
Innova group, located in the Tiburtino Technopole 
has a seed capital fund, i-Invent, that invests in the 
capital of small local innovative businesses.

Academia is also seeing a change. Recent years have 
brought initiatives like InnovactionLab (working on 
new business ideas from university students from 
different universities and faculties), and the launch 
of specific programs in the startup field like Sapienza 
Innovation (University of Rome La Sapienza), 
SpinOver (University of Rome “Tor Vergata”), 
I.Luiss (University Luiss G. Carli), focused on 
supporting innovation ideas born in academia15. On 
a somewhat different level, worth mention is the 
example of Codemotion, which came about in the 
University of Rome Tre and soon became a major 
organizer of conventions for developers throughout 
Europe16.

In addition, an indirect recognition of this activism 
on a regional level can be seen in the special attention 
from the press and the fact that internationally 
important events for startups have chosen Rome as 
a destination, such as TechCrunch and the Maker 
Faire17. 

1.3 Though this brief overview shows 
that something is clearly happening, it is 

nonetheless fragmentary and still inadequate.   
Just a few facts illustrate the point. The first is a 
limited ability to attract financing. Lombardy is the 
final destination of over 30% of the scant resources 
devoted to venture capital in our country (1.7% of 
the European figure); Lazio is at 3-5%18. The second 
factor is the lack of specialized private players. 
For example, there are no venture capital funds 
for the regional economy, nor, as we mentioned, is 
there a widespread network of private incubators/
accelerators parallel to that supported on an by 
regional development agencies19. In terms of 
action by the competent public entity our programs 
are not up to the level of those of other areas like 
Lombardy (through FinLombarda), Trentino 
(through Trentino Sviluppo), and some regions in 
Italy’s southern area, including Sardinia and Sicily 
and Campania, to some extent, which have drawn 
on European resources specifically for the high-
techfund20.  

Lastly, there are limited examples of success. In 
Rome and Lazio, there has yet to be a successful 
example that has had a meaningful exit (with the 
exception of Venere.com) and was able to make 
itself into an effective catalyst for this sector. In 
other words, we are lacking an “ambassador” on a 
global level for regional Roman startups.

Beyond this, there is an overall lack of conversation 
between stakeholders that would put the issue 
in the center of regional and local development 
policies21. This is not just a matter of opinion; facts 
“objectively” measure the absence of Rome in 
international rankings for innovation ecosystems, 
and Lazio is at a “mid-range” position, at best, 
among Italian provinces22. 
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2. ACTING AMIDST 
REGIONAL POTENTIALS...
 
Yet this is all despite there being elements in 
the region that could create a foundation for an 
environment favorable to startups. First of all, in 
terms of human capital, we should consider that the 
region of Lazio is one of Europe’s largest university 
centers23. In addition, it has a large number of 
research centers putting it at the forefront in Italy 
and the world. For example, headquartered here are 
the CNR (National Research Council), ASI (Italian 
Space Agency) and ENEA (Italian National Agency 
for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable 
Economic Development), in addition to top 
international agencies in technologically advanced 
sectors such as ESRIN, a research center of the 
European Space Agency.24  

The same apply to the industrial sector. The 
headquarters of large technology companies are here 
(including those of the Finmeccanica group, ENI, 
ENEL, and TERNA). There is a system of small and 
medium-sized enterprises in defense and aerospace, 
multinationals with an innovative orientation (such 
as in the pharmaceutical industry and unexpected 
businesses like Bridgestone which has one of its 
worldwide research centers in Castelromano). There 
is also a strong presence of two crucial industries 
for the “new economy”, the information technology 
industry (with the likes of Almaviva and Engineering 
and international companies with a high-profile 
presence such as IBM and Ericsson among others, 
and the creative industry of which Lazio is the 
absolute leader in Italy. 

Far from secondary to the point made here, the 
center of the Italian government is in our region. 

This fact can have many positive “external effects”. 
By improving public demand, it could become a 
multiplier of the Lazio’s entire innovation industry. 
In addition, proximity to the “center” could make for 
a readier reception of policy guidelines nationally. 
One of many examples are the advantages that this 
could have in implementing European policies 
on the issue, through the Ministry of Economic 
Development, or the potential “pooling” of action 
tools governed from the capital, such as those in 
which the Cassa Depositi e Prestiti invests. 

Also noteworthy is the high level of specialized 
services here, including banking services (with 
the headquarters of one of Italy’s most innovative 
groups, BNL, and legal services, with the presence 
of internationally important firms in Lazio (such 
as Gianni-Origoni-Grippo-Cappelli & Partners, 
Freshfields, Ughi e Nunziante, Bird & Bird, Clifford 
Chance, and Hogan Lovells, to mention just a few), 
which can offer its specialized skills and experience to 
the economic system. 

This all happens in a context in which Rome has 
an international brand that can attract capital and 
talent if properly used (not a secondary factor in a 
movement that is global). 

We have the ingredients to build an ecosystem of 
startups in Lazio. We have everything from the 
research world to the public administration, by way 
of large law firms, partners, banks and a network of 
large, technologically-advanced companies, national 
and international, that could be natural ‘buyers’ and 
for business ideas developed by local startups. 
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If we have these positive elements, where should 
we look to explain the delay in the development 
of a favorable situation for the emergence of 
innovative businesses? Trying to answer these 
questions entails delineating a number of weak 
points in the system. 

The first issue is based on “cultural” considerations. 
Let’s consider some of these issues. First there is 
the regional culture, which (quite naturally) is 
historic and tends towards preservation rather than 
innovation. This is one factor that can help explain 
the reluctance is a paradigm based strongly on 
“creative destruction”. There is more than this. 
Considering Rome’s role as the government 
capital, Lazio’s culture tends to be “bureaucratic” 
and “legalistic” rather than “entrepreneurial”. It 
should also be remembered how the overwhelming 
presence of the public sector in the economy and the 
historic importance of the construction industry have 
led to the emergence here too of an aspect that could 
be called “relational” rather than “merit-based”. 
More generally, the concept of stakeholder itself 
(central to advanced ideas explaining the growth 
of local areas) has trouble being fully absorbed 
by the economic and administrative system. From 
this perspective, to the outside observer, Rome and 
Lazio look like a series of “individualities”, starting 
from localistic ones, rather than a geographic area 
and society with a shared identity. This element 
has a variety of consequences, ranging from the 
traditional diffidence between public and private 
spheres, an inadequate dialogue between large and 
small businesses, difficult relationships between 
academia and the economy, and scant attention 

to the potentials brought with the presence of 
multinationals and international organizations 
in Lazio. The regional socio-economic system, 
as if seen through a kaleidoscope, seems broken 
into infinite refractions. Each piece is similar to 
the other in its internal and external dynamics, 
yet each piece is also clearly, perhaps definitively, 
separate from the other. 

The second set of weaknesses has to do with 
the traditional “fragility” of the regional public 
sector. Its inefficiency is seen first of all in the 
lack of planning in the overall direction and in 
the poor definition of local strategic planning. 
A few questions suffice to show what we mean. 
What do Rome and Lazio hope to become in a 
globalized context that sees competition between 
local areas as its defining trait? What is a “holistic” 
vision of the area around which to organize policy 
orientations and actions? On which strategic assets 
do we want to focus in coming years? 

On top of this situation there are organizational 
difficulties that make for a situation of innovation 
policies with numerous players and without a clear 
unifying strategic plan. Examples suffice in the 
overlaps and duplications in terms of organization 
and function on the topic between Sviluppo 
Lazio, BIC, and FILAS, the local public sector 
agencies for development. We could also consider 
a network of incubators and technology centers 
that are as plentiful as they are fragmentary in that 
their action lacks a unified approach, organized 
connections, or a clear division of responsibilities 
and purposes25. 

3. ...AND CONTEXTUAL 
WEAKNESSES. 
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The third problem is limited “international 
openness”. This fact emerges from the poor 
ability to attract foreign capital, as well as a lack 
of definition in building “networks” tools that 
have become essential to keeping up in global 
competition. Here too we can explain our point by 
seemingly simple questions that are crucial in our 
current world. With which local areas, in Europe 

or outside, do we want to establish alliances and 
collaborative processes? Towards which markets 
do we want to orient ourselves? What policies 
of dialogue have been initiated with players who 
decide where resources go in the global capital 
markets? Other areas asked these questions long 
ago, but Lazio has only started to consider them 
much more recently. 

4. LAZIO METROPOLITAN 
REGION’S OPPORTUNITY: 
FOCUS ON ITS SPECIFIC 
QUALITIES 

Given these weaknesses, there is an opportunity 
opening up for Rome and its metropolitan region, 
“right here, right now”, as the saying goes.  This 
opportunity is to connect the local situation to 
a global trend and seek to relate it to some of 
the specific features of its geographic location, 
manufacturing history, and the current economic 
situation. Without attempting to be all-inclusive, 
we can name some of the elements of Lazio’s 
position in the Global Startup Revolution for an 
overview of the situation. 

a) Strengthening its orientation towards Europe 
and as a “bridge” to the Mediterranean. 
The first of these traits, a defining feature of the 
region in some respects, has to do with its geography. 
We must, first of all, strengthen the European aspect 
of Lazio’s economy. We should remember that the 
European markets are the main outlets for our region’s 
businesses, with the important presence of new member 
states, such as Baltic and Eastern European states. 
Lazio should establish and reinforce relationships 
with the most innovative, dynamic European regions 
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and those with the greatest possible penetration for 
our local startups. The region’s truly Mediterranean 
penetration should influence the configuration that we 
want to give to the policy initiative on this topic. Given 
our position as a “bridge” between the northern and 
southern shores of the Mediterranean, it seems clear 
that our regional initiatives should look at the markets 
of this area. This should be done in two basic respects. 
On one hand it should involve the supply of goods 
and services that startups could fulfill. This means 
orienting supply to the needs of changing economies 
and societies. In another respect, a regional initiative 
in this area could make it a magnet for young people 
from those areas who could find in the region of Lazio 
a place where they could grow their ideas, on the level 
of funding and services. From this perspective, a long-
term goal could be to become a startup hub in the 
Mediterranean area. 

b) Academia “within” the region’s economy 
Another aspect has to do with what could be called 
the area’s “mixed feelings” about its university 
system. Though in terms of quantity, Lazio is the 
site of the largest selection of universities and 
research centers in Italy, this is an essentially 
neglected aspect of the region’s economic life. In 
many respects, universities are seen as “foreign 
bodies” in the socio-economic system. They are 
far from being seen as “strategic development 
factors” as they are in the top international models. 
Whatever the reasons for this situation, we can 
easily see the incompleteness of the channels of 
dialogue between academia and business compared 
to that in other regions. This is why the initiative 
we are suggesting should be rooted in a connection 
with the universities and particularly with university 
incubators with the objective of helping change 
this situation and its negative impact on regional 
competitiveness. 

c) The ecosystem’s local orientation 
Specific attention should be given to identifying 
general themes on which to focus resources and 
services supporting the creation of startups. This 
step should consider the traits of the production 
system and the region, its genius loci, so to speak. A 

first step could be to “anchor” initiatives for startups 
to technological districts in the area and local 
production systems with a technological orientation 
set by regional legislation. Other orientations emerge 
as well, including26 the tourism sector and cultural 
and creative sectors, in particular. This is true in 
economic terms, given their importance in the 
regional economy, as well as in terms of quality.27 
Both the tourism service sector and the technological 
innovation sector applied to cultural assets are 
shaping up as areas that could become important 
testing grounds that can be replicated in other 
sectors. In addition to these first areas there are other 
sectors (such as energy efficiency and the cleantech 
sector in general, and telecommunications) that are 
of primary interest for large industrial groups in the 
area, such as Finmeccanica, Enel, Eni, and Telecom 
Italia. An important aspect here is to help initiate a 
dialogue between these groups and local startups. 
This is an essential connection in other regions, both 
for improving the quality of startups technologically 
and organizationally speaking, and for facilitating an 
exit process for new initiatives. 

d) Redeveloping public demand 
The fourth element to consider in outlining the 
Roman ecosystem is that this is the “center” of 
the national government. As we’ve mentioned, we 
cannot overlook that the government (committed 
to improving the effectiveness of its administrative 
actions and reducing its operating costs) can become 
a major buyer of technologically-advanced services. 
It is, therefore, essential to act on the “quality” of 
demand, at least for the regional sphere, improving 
it with specific attention to sectors of primary 
public interest, such as healthcare and education, 
in which new, high-tech businesses could provide 
major contributions to making services to the public 
more efficient and organizing them. From the same 
perspective, an equally important initiative in the 
public sector is to focus strongly on open data. 
This strategic choice, in addition to obvious effects 
on transparency and public relationships would 
incentivize the creation of innovative businesses 
to provide new services based on public data made 
available to it28.
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e) The startup landscape in Lazio and Europe 
There is also a fifth factor, related to timing, in its 
coinciding with the programming of Structural Funds 
for 2014-2020. This is a critical juncture. The theme of 
new innovative businesses, the creation of an ecosystem 
conducive to their development, redeveloping public 
demand towards innovation objectives, and promoting 
a culture of greater entrepreneurship, are all key to 
the process that will start in early 2014 and will be 
essential for our area’s economic development. It 
is crucial that a plank in the new programming be 
specifically focused on the issue and both investment 
and training tools be made to act on it jointly. The 
necessary conditions are in place. The startup issue 

is part of the regulations for the European Regional 
Development Fund and it is explicitly covered by 
the Partnership Agreement, which is currently in the 
process of approval. More specifically, the regulatory 
framework that will support the disbursement of 
Structural Funds in the next programming period 
specifically refers to promoting entrepreneurship, 
the need to facilitate the economic exploitation of 
innovative ideas, and promote new entrepreneurship 
through incubators29. In the Agreement, several of the 
11 goals that shape the upcoming period provide for 
specific measures to this effect, including the Digital 
Agenda, the Competitiveness of Productive Systems, 
and Employment. 

5. A PROGRAM FOR 
STARTUPS TO KEEP UP 
WITH CHANGES
 
Having identified a strategic horizon, possible 
themes and European connections, we can go on 
to identify some of the concrete actions to take to 
build the ecosystem. 

Before we do so, we need to define certain steps to 
prepare for action in this arena; steps which must be 
taken at a political level. 

First of all, we need to “take the issue on fully” 
as a realm of long-term action. This means taking 
public action as key in this sector, starting from 
defining its strategy and communication. Next, 
regarding individual initiatives, there is financial 
investment, providing spaces, activating support 
services, and liaisons with related sectors. 
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This “taking on of the issue” could have several 
junctures. 

The first is an analysis of strengths and weaknesses 
in the regional economy’s situation and in the 
landscape of startups within it. Until now, action has 
been fragmentary and without a unified strategy, with 
overlapping of the different players involved. It is 
therefore a priority to unite in a system initiatives by 
Sviluppo Lazio, BIC, FILAS, assessing their effects, 
identifying the best tools, and “mapping” both the 
administrative action supporting this specific sector 
in recent years as well as the entrepreneurial situation 
developed in the local area. 

This initial exploratory step should be followed by 
another phase, based on the results, that delineates 
a specific strategy on the issue in connection with 
the guiding documents for European programming 
2014-2020. The question of new innovative 
business growth should be defined from the start 
in a specifically-designed action program, firmly 
anchored to the European realm. 

A next step is to communicate this strategic choice 
and its practical steps with innovative methods, 
supporting the initiative’s recognizability (the 
name of the program and a logo that should be 
used by the administration) and through forms of 
communication, ranging from new social media 
to telling the success stories of young people. This 
would signal the administration’s genuine interest in 
the issue to the public and various stakeholders and 
its attention to give long-term attention to the issue. 

These actions must be undertaken in close 
collaboration with the different realms involved, 
including the community of startuppers, universities, 
big business, finance, international law firms, and 
banks. Cooperation agreements should be planned 
with individual entities (associations, academic 
and professional ones) that “connect” the different 
players to the objective, and by creating a permanent 
board of professionals interested in and connected to 
the startup sector. This board should become a space 
for ideas and proposals on the topic, responsible for 

giving working suggestions to political decision-
makers, giving attention to foreign examples, and 
helping to spread attention to the theme in individual 
professional and business entities. 

Defined as such, the meaning that political “taking 
on” of the issue should have can be preliminarily 
defined in three lines of action that the administration 
should put in place. In defining them, we will return 
to the categories already outlined, focusing on their 
cultural, entrepreneurial, and international aspects. 

a) Promoting a business culture 
This is a central aspect of creating the conditions 
needed for innovation. Such a culture is increasingly 
the result of an environment that is “culturally” open 
to risk, interdisciplinarity, and entrepreneurship. 

Looking to foreign examples as well, a startup 
program should entail a number of actions, such 
as establishing programs to spread business and 
innovation values in schools30; funding scholarships 
to attract exceptional students from national and 
foreign universities to regional universities who 
are interested in turning their ideas into businesses; 
growing university programs that put students in 
direct contact with innovative business’s worlds 
and problems; creating a system of awards for 
young people who stand out for their abilities in 
their studies and doing business. In addition, there 
should be programs to use the skills of managers 
who come out of the labor market to help new 
innovative businesses on specifically managerial 
issues31. 

These actions should be undertaken with other 
players in the economy (both institutional and 
otherwise) located in the area. With an approach 
based on “subsidiarity”, initiatives should be 
carried out in partnership with the Region of 
Lazio’s different Chambers of Commerce and with 
others interested in developing the ecosystem, such 
as banking institutions (who are active, for instance, 
in prizes for innovative entrepreneurial ideas), 
industrial consortia in the region (which should 
become “vehicles” of these policy actions in the 
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area), business associations (interested, among other 
things, in spreading “enterprise” values through 
initiatives in schools), foundations, trusts with a 
public purpose (aimed at fostering socio-economic 
growth in the region), large companies, and 
corporations that may be interested in such actions 
as part of their “corporate social responsibility”. 

It should be made very clear how essential it is 
that the public sector define an overall framework. 
This would give the initiative of individual entities 
in this area a coordinated focus that would avoid 
duplications and would increase its overall impact. In 
other words, it would be the element that would take 
us from the spontaneous nature of many activities 
already underway to their unified configuration.

b) Institutions for the ecosystem 
As for the administrative institutions in charge 
of the topic (which is a crucial aspect of actually 
implementing a project of this scope), organizational 
and functional aspects are in the forefront. 

(i) Organizational aspects. Considering the 
context of the current regional reorganization of 
tools for development, it seems that most effective 
solution concentrates regional responsibilities for 
business startup issues in the hands of a single 
administrative entity. The current fragmentation 
prevents a coordinated leadership of the different 
initiatives on the issue as well as the development 
of the critical mass and continuity needed to 
signal the administration’s choice to focus on this 
area. From this perspective, the simplest solution 
seems to be to choose from the regional financial 
development agency, Sviluppo Lazio, a work 
group specifically in charge of the issue and define 
working connections with competent regional 
departments (including the economic development 
department, the training and research department, 
and the cultural department, for aspects more 
directly linked to creative industries).  

(ii)  Functional aspects. The administrative entity 
in charge of the role should be given “vertical” 
responsibilities. In other words, its responsibilities 

should range from sector analysis to defining 
action tools and seeking funds (regional, national, 
and European) to setting them up, and providing 
consulting services to startups. 

In addition to these “standard” activities, 
“networking” ones are also significant. This is 
about the need to “build bridges” between the 
different stakeholders in the ecosystem, which 
means supporting the relationship between the 
world of research and that of business (for example, 
managing databanks about innovation production). 
It means the connection to the world of private 
finance to attract resources to area businesses (for 
example, by organizing meetings between venture 
capitalists, business angels and new businesses). It 
means acting as a bridge between possible “buyers” of 
innovative startups (typically large industrial groups in 
Lazio) and the places where these ideas develop (this 
also involves promoting interaction that is starting to 
emerge, but is not yet adequate). It means reinforcing 
connections between small traditional businesses 
and new innovative businesses to support “grafts” of 
new technologies that have the potential to increase 
productivity for businesses that need them to keep up 
with increasingly competitive markets. 

Parallel to connecting activities, financial incentives 
take on a special significance, can draw on many 
different instruments, and may look to foreign 
examples as well. 

First, it could be useful to look at the example of 
the Fund of Funds.32 This tool, which would be 
managed by professionals chosen based on market 
mechanisms, would make financial resources (on a 
range between €500,000 and €1.5 million for each 
investment) available to private investors, acting:

(i) on private funds specialized in investments 
in new technology businesses with high growth 
potential, 

(ii) on qualified private players that invest in 
innovative company equity. 
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On a financial level, a second regional fund should 
be planned, also managed by players selected by 
the market, specialized in investing in seed capital. 
This tool, which more directly serves to stimulate 
the creation of new businesses, would finance grants 
or investment loans to help the initial phase of new 
innovative businesses (with a ceiling of €100,000 
in this case). 

These systems introduce many positive elements, 
including 

• limiting adverse selection situations due to the 
lack of a public entity in the direct selection 
process of the investment; 

• the stimulus and attraction effect that this 
action could have on existing funds in Italy, 
often not yet having specific investments in 
Lazio’s marketplace; 

• there is the possibility that the intermediation 
of national funds could increase the region’s 
attractiveness, including to foreign regions, helping 
to define the area as a destination for investments. 

In addition, in dialogue with players in the advisory 
body and based on Italian and European examples, we 
could consider the feasibility of additional financial 
measures such as mechanisms providing guarantees 
for participating in start-up capital and revolving 
financing in line with the financial engineering 
direction supported by the European Union. 

Two other realms should also be given due 
attention: public demand and fiscal policy. 

We have already discussed public demand; we 
could add here that a line of action specifically 
focused on the issue seems worthwhile. Within the 
process of organizational and functional revision 
currently underway, the regional administration 
could focus its attention on the methods through 
which public demand could take on services offered 
by new innovative local businesses. 

From a slightly different perspective, we should 
not underestimate, at least in the future, the 
positive effects that come with adopting specific 
measures in the regional fiscal competence, first 
IRAP and then the surtax33. In dialogue with 
national and EC administrations, to these ends the 
possibility should be reviewed of setting up an 
action supporting innovative startups that choose to 
locate in certain areas or that are active in specific 
production sectors (for example, those for which 
high technology production districts have been 
started under regional legislation)34. Here too, if 
correctly used, fiscal incentives could help build a 
climate of economic advantages for locating here. 
Additionally, it can signal the administration’s 
attention to new business in general and specifically 
to certain sectors of the regional economy. 

c) Lazio in the international startup landscape  
When it comes to aspects that are more closely tied 
to the international level, a regional initiative on 
the issue ought to have certain solid foundations. 

The first of these is creating a program for attracting 
foreign investments in the region’s startups, whose 
purpose is to lower barriers of access, primarily in 
terms of information and administration. In other 
words, the action could introduce Lazio’s startup 
world to foreign investors, facilitate their contact, 
and foster the development of their interest in the 
investment in capital of individual businesses.35 

The second area on which to act involves 
relationships on a European level. It seems 
appropriate to establish a line of work within the 
department responsible for relationships with the 
European Union at the regional administrative 
level, specifically in charge of fostering investments 
in community projects related to innovation 
and helping startups in particular. This could 
be the starting point for collaborations, sharing 
experiences, and creating systems of alliances with 
other European entities interested in the issue. 

There would be a parallel reinforcement of ties to 
international players in the area. For instance, there 
are investment potentials that could come from 
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dialogues with economic officials at the embassies 
in Lazio, particularly those of countries in which 
the community and culture of business startups 
is strong, such as the United States and Israel. 
Equally important are relationships with countries 
on the southern side of the Mediterranean, with 
the view of making Lazio the hub of this area’s 
startups, as mentioned before. The same attention 
should be given to relationships with international 
players in the field of research in the region. Some 
of the initiatives we’ve mentioned (such as BIC’s 
initiatives with ESA) are an interesting starting 
point, which could be replicated in other contexts.36

d) Infrastructure, institutional collaboration, 
measurability, and communication. 
In the background there should be at least four lines 
of action to shape a public initiative in this area. 

The first of these is to identify an emblematic 
infrastructure within which to place the essential 
functions of the ecosystem (headquarters of 
technology companies, departments of university 
centers, spaces for interaction and co-working). 
This choice, in addition to providing work spaces 
and creating a place to concentrate industry 
players, would help signal the strategic priority 
given by the political administration to the issue. 

Additionally, we should consider the possibility 
of granting currently unused public spaces to 
investors interested in creating co-working 
initiatives, business incubators and accelerators, 
with the goal of creating a widespread network of 
spaces for regional startups37. 

It is also essential to define a genuine network 
of regional incubators/accelerators, starting from 
those already in existence and uniting them in a 
system. These networks can be developed working 
with private players and in keeping with the 
features of individual areas, which should have 
marked visual identities and consistent service 
levels. They should involve the entire regional area 
and foster the development of different players 
active in it38. 

The second issue is the need for work in this area 
to be done with a system of partnership between the 
responsible administrative departments. Of particular 
importance is working jointly with the Municipality 
of Rome, and in a broader perspective, with the main 
regional cities. Equally important is the connection 
to the Ministry for Economic Development, both 
in terms of focusing resources from European 
2014-2020 programming on this sector and giving 
continuity to the startup work done nationally 
over the last two years. Other connections to be 
strengthened include those with the Cassa Depositi 
e Prestiti (which the Ministry of Economy and Cassa 
Depositi e Prestiti supports in partnership with the 
banking sector) and other institutions with expertise 
in the field, such as the European Investment Fund. 

The third issue is that the program must be 
objectively measurable, with a system of metrics 
and indicators that can assess the public action taken, 
and, if needed, make prompt changes to improve 
its effectiveness. This means that, in keeping with 
indications from the European Union, regional 
action in this area should have clear objectives, a 
timetable, warning mechanisms when results are 
not achieved, and forms of rewards and penalties.

Another emerging aspect regards communication. 
For reasons noted in the introduction, one of the 
objectives of an initiative on this issue should be to 
help change the perception of the region of Lazio 
and the city of Rome in the international economic 
landscape. This is because a metropolitan region 
active in the startup landscape has a clear competitive 
advantage in being better positioned to be the recipient 
of investments, attract university and entrepreneurial 
talent, and build efficient networks between the 
different players in the socio-economic landscape. 
From this perspective, communication is central to 
making Lazio and Rome known as places in which 
focus is being given to the growth of new technological 
businesses. We need to create a recognizable logo for 
the initiative, organize events with an international 
scope, map the players in the metropolitan region, 
and let all know about support programs, investment 
possibilities, and success stories.39 
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6. CONCLUSIONS:  
A PUBLIC SECTOR FOR  
STARTUPS (AND VICE VERSA) 

The idea that the public sector plays a marginal role 
in business startups is a major misconception about 
this issue that is so central to the current economic 
conversation. This commonplace that says there 
is no “public sector” here (and sometimes even 
wishes it were so) is refuted by the reality that 
shows it is actually a pro-active presence. This is 
true both in financial terms (with 40% of funds for 
new innovative businesses on the European market 
of public origin) and in direct efforts to create 
advantageous conditions to foster an ecosystem. 
This is the situation in many metropolitan regions 
in which the political system has suggested a path 
and stakeholders and the administration worked in 
a spirit of cooperation to follow it. 

This is the situation of “possible change” we have 
before us. A great opportunity is opening up here 
for Lazio, Italy’s most quintessentially metropolitan 
region. This is an opportunity to redefine itself as 
a business startup region, in a global framework in 
which metropolitan regions are in competition. 

This redefinition entails a collective effort for the long 
term. Standing in the way of this is the culture of an 
area that tends to be bureaucratic, individualistic, and 
“relational”. 

However, on closer consideration, it is within these very 
aspects that we can find the importance of seizing 
this opportunity. The intersection of relationships 
that a genuine political choice to support innovative 
startups could forge with society’s players (schools to 
business, institutions to professions, academia to small 
and medium enterprise, and financial institutions to 
research centers) shows us how central it is. It also 
tells us that if we seriously take on this segment of the 
economy (which some might consider marginal), we 
can trigger surprising changes. 

The wager being made is that becoming part of the 
Globalized Startup Revolution can trigger a deeper 
transformation. This change would finally see a shared 
regional strategy, the creation of entrepreneurial 
employment for young people, the strengthening of 
networks between the diverse players of development, 
and the full rise of a concept, that of stakeholders, that 
seems particularly feeble in our regional setting. 

What we are talking about is, therefore, much more 
than the “mere” creation of innovative enterprise. 
We are talking about a deep transformation of our 
region’s culture and economy. Lazio and all of Italy, 
considering the importance of Lazio’s economy for 
the whole country, need this change. 
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*. This article came out of a professional experience with the Province of Rome in which I worked 
in the area of innovation and came into contact with the “young”, urban startup world. It was an 
interesting project that gave me a chance to learn about situations and people working on “grassroots” 
change for Rome and Lazio. Many of these people took the time to read a first draft of this article 
and comment on it. The study could not have done without the thorough consideration of people 
including: Emil Abirascid, Catello Caiazzo, Luigi Campitelli, Luigi Capello, Gianmarco Carnovale, 
Simone Cavallini, Paolo Cellini, Luca De Biase, Renato Giallombardo, Andrea Granelli, Gianluca Lo 
Presti, Massimiliano Magrini, Berenice Marisei, Daniele Mitolo, Giovanni Pagliaro, Carlo Alberto 
Pratesi, Maurizio Tarquini, Roberto Ulissi, and Stefano Venditti. This article was published in issue 
4/2013 of the Rivista Giuridica del Mezzogiorno, published by Il Mulino. We would like to thank 
SVIMEZ for permitting its publication here.

1. Lazio is 143rd place in the ranking from the Regional Competitiveness Index 2013, published by the 
European Commission, in an overall context in which Italy is not on the map of the most competitive 
regions in Europe (Lombardy, the first Italian region, is in 128th place, and Emilia Romagna in 
141st). See the study by Paola Annoni and Lewis Dijkstra, EU Regional Competitiveness Index 2013.:     
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/studies/pdf/6th_report/rci_2013_report_final.pdf 

2. Among the top twelve European cities by number of startup companies established are (in addition to London, 
Paris and Berlin) Moscow, Stockholm, Istanbul, Hamburg, Dublin, and Madrid, but not Rome (or even Milan). 
See, on this point, the article by A. Bonomi, Il Sole 24 ore - Rapporto Lazio - Impresa & Territori - 28.11.2012: 
http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/impresa-e-territori/2012-11-28/berlino-supera-roma-citta-164453.
shtml?uuid=AbtnIH7G&fromSearch 

3. On this point, see the study by the Kauffman Foundation, The Importance of Start-ups in Job Creation 
and Destruction, July 2010 (http://www.kauffman.org/what-we-do/research/firm-formation-and-
growth-series/the-importance-of-startups-in-job-creation-and-job-destruction) See also the article on 
the blog of the London School of Economics: Strengthening ‘startup ecosystems’ is one potential 
option for boosting job creation in European cities (http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/europpblog/), October 8, 
2013. On the same point, the European Commission, in its communication from October 2012, A 
Stronger European Industry for Growth and Economic Recovery 2012 (582), notes (p. 19): “Although 
more than one third of all new jobs come from small, high-growth firms, EU small firms do not grow 
as fast as in the US. Building upon the Small Business Act, an Entrepreneurship Action Plan will 
foster the growth of start-ups, facilitate the transfer of businesses, provide support for early-stage 
businesses...” (author’s italics). 

4. One of many examples is the recent initiative of Cambridge University, which worked with the 
private sector to create an investment fund dedicated to initiatives created in the cluster of Cambridge 
(http://techcrunch.com/2013/10/11/ cambridge-innovation-capital /).

NOTE
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5. An example is Coca Cola, which has launched a program of nine “global” accelerators (http://
venturebeat.com/2013/08/15/coca-cola-to-open-startup-accelerators-in-nine-cities-including-berlin-
and-istanbul/). About the trend emerging in Europe, on this point, see M. Scott in The New York 
Times, Business Incubators are Popping Up in Europe (http://goo.gl/t5UjLJ).

6. Of particular interest in the United States is the example of New York, where the city government 
has given a strong impetus to venture capital, digitalization, and the meeting between the world 
of research and that of business. As for Europe, two of the most interesting examples are those 
in Berlin and London. About the situation in Berlin and its relevance to the success of German 
venture capital, see http://blogs.wsj.com/tech-europe/2013/08/14/berlin-needs-exits-to-bolster-
tech-hub-case/. In South America, the most interesting example is that of Santiago de Chile as part 
of the program Start-up Chile aiming to attract entrepreneurial talent to Chile (http://startupchile.
org/about/the-program/); see the findings in the report Telefonica - Telefonica-Start-up Genome  
http://blog.digital.telefonica.com/?press-release=startup-ecosystem-report-2012.

7. An interesting collection of writings is focusing on the theme of a “return” to a “pro-active” public policy 
in support of innovation. Noteworthy here is the work by the British economist Mariana Mazzucato. The 
Entrepreneurial State - Debunking Public vs. Private. Anthem Press (2013). Also, see the recent article 
on the rethinking of the role of the State (Let’s rethink the idea of the State: it must be a catalyst for big, 
bold ideas) published in Guardian on December 15 2013 (at http://goo.gl/r5hX2D). In a similar vein is 
writing on the “Developmental State” which emerged in reference to Asian countries, and then focused 
on the reality of developed countries where public intervention often acts “under the radar”; in a context 
that supported the neutrality of the State with respect to the market. About the U.S. experience, there is 
interesting work by F. Block, Swimming against the Current: the Rise of a Hidden Developmental State 
in the United States, Politics and Society, 2008, pp. 169-206.

8. For the British experience, see the example of TechCity, a high tech district promoted by the 
government in east London (an interesting report was published in 2012, by the Demos think tank, 
A Tale of Tech City, (http://www.demos.co.uk/files/A_Tale_of_Tech_City_web.pdf). For the French 
example, see the recent report in Quartiers numeriques which seeks to equip French cities with 
places for promoting innovative businesses (http://www.redressement-productif.gouv.fr/files/cdc-
les_quartiers_numeriques.pdf). In Italy, the issue gained steam with the initiative pursued during the 
Monti government. With L. N. 221 of December 17 2012, special measures were adopted to encourage 
the creation and development of startups (with tax, financial and employment law approaches). The 
regulations were inspired by the Restart, Italia! report prepared by the Task Force formed in April 
2012 by Corrado Passera, the Minister of Economic Development, consisting of twelve experts from 
business, venture capital, journalism, and the public administration. See the Restart, Italia! report at 
http://www.mise.gov.it/images/stories/documenti/startup_low_small.pdf 

9.  Of particular interest on this point is the Start-up Europe initiative, launched by Commissioner 
Kroes; a noteworthy component is the Startup Leaders Club, a group of successful entrepreneurs 
who are assisting the European Commission to foster environments favorable to startups in the digital 
economy (http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/leaders-club). 

10. For the association’s initiatives see http://romastartup.it

11. There are currently six incubators, managed by the BIC Lazio agency and spread throughout 
the region. They are gradually being organized by theme and form a starting point that can 
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become the basis for an experience that expands beyond the metropolitan area to affect the 
entire region. They currently are in Rome (specialization in ITC and aerospace), Viterbo 
(technologies applied to cultural heritage) and Bracciano, (food industry). They are joined by 
regional incubators located in Rieti, Ferentino and Colleferro focused on green technology. 
As for Technopoles and Science Parks, there are ones in Tiburtino, Castelromano, the 
Science and Technology Park of Southern Lazio (Pa.l.mer), and one in Upper Lazio (Rieti).  
Alongside the incubator network, especially considering potentials for “rooting” innovation policies 
in the area, worth note are five industrial consortia in Frosinone, Rieti, Rome - Latina, Sud Pontino, 
and Southern Lazio. 

12. These two Roman entities are worth further comment. LVenture Group SpA, one of the most interesting 
examples in Italy, was listed in January 2013. The company’s business involves making venture 
capital investments (eighteen, as of November 2013) with special attention to those incubated and 
accelerated in its subsidiary Luiss Enlabs, which emerged as a collaboration between the university 
and Confindustria. In addition, LVenture Group is very active in promoting the ecosystem by 
organizing meetings with investors, conferences, and competitions for innovative ideas. Startalia’s 
most recent initiative has some aspects of particular interest. Founded in February 2013, it provides 
incubation and support to startups and organizes events and training. Noteworthy is the company’s 
specific focus on service design thinking and creativity. Of particular interest, evincing the continual 
growth of social capital for startups is the “mapping” of regional entities by Andrea Dal Piaz as 
part of his graduate dissertation (at the University of Rome Tre, Economics of the Environment 
and Development program, adviser Carlo Alberto Pratesi). The study results show how in Lazio in 
2013 there were six incubators/accelerators/science parks, 13 startup competitions, 10 advisors, four 
associations and startupper associations, and ten coworking spaces. For a more detailed discussion, 
see Andrea Dal Piaz’s dissertation “Strumenti di supporto all’imprenditorialità sociale nel Lazio”, 
which is available from the author.

13. FILAS and BIC have been increasingly focused on supporting startups with a number of initiatives 
and programs dedicated to them. Particularly for FILAS, its interest dates to the European resource 
programming period 2000-2006 with its Business Lab initiative for supporting the matching of 
innovative ideas in academia with businesses interested in developing them. The same line of action 
was taken in the next programming period through the Spin-off competition, which committed 
€8 million and supported 55 investment projects, and the risk capital program through which a 
special fund funded by European resources makes co-investments with private investors for a 
total of €12.6 million to 19 investments, 17 of which were startups. We should also keep in mind 
FILAS’s involvements in diverse cooperation programs part of European initiatives on issues 
directly relating to business startups and creative industries. Specifically, FILAS has participated 
in the projects Finnetsme, Innodeal, Cospaces, Mobicap, Fame, and ImMediaTe. (A summery of 
programs and partners can be found at http://www.filas.eu). In addition, there are its investments in 
platforms directly or indirectly relating to the theme of startups such as ECIA (creative industries), 
TCI (innovative districts), and EBAN (financing through business angels). Also worth note is the 
role of BIC Lazio; in addition to the work done in incubators as per the previous note, it organized 
(i) the technology transfer of innovation done by the European Space Agency (ESA) to start-ups in 
the aerospace industry, and it is currently managing the ESA BIC Lazio program through the ITech 
incubator. (http://www.biclazio.it/it/home/esa-bic-lazio.bic) and until 2008 (ii) the creation of a seed 
and startup fund for co-financing new initiatives. The program has so far supported 20 startups, 
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using over €450,000 of ESA/ASI funds. In addition, until 2008 (ii), it managed a seed and startup 
fund for co-financing 39 new initiatives that disbursed €1.2 million of grants that developed a total 
investment of €3.4 million.

14. More information about the activities of the large companies in the area can be found on their 
web sites (http://www.workingcapital.telecomitalia.it/; http://www.windbusinessfactor.it/;  
http://www.ericsson.com/it/thecompany/fondazione-lm-ericsson/programma-ego.; http://lab.enel.com/). 
Some of the examples, like the Ego program, are directly linked to Corporate Social Responsibility 
activities; others, like those of EnelLab, are in the form of incubation programs directly related to 
Enel’s core business.

15. In terms of entrepreneurial training programs, an interesting example showing that this is not only 
a metropolitan phenomenon is the recent ImprendiLab initiative, organized by the Department of 
Economics and Law at the University of Cassino and Southern Lazio. For recent graduates and 
business professionals, the initiative focuses on themes of entrepreneurship and innovation and 
uses innovative teaching methods, directly involving local businesses from the area of Ciociaria, 
south of Rome (for more information, see the web site http://www3.laboratori.unicas.it/index.php/
ImprendiLab/IMPLAB). Examples of those that work with a close interaction between academia, 
business, and the area include those organized by Sapienza Innovation: Joint Labs and Garage 
Sapienza. Joint Labs are multidisciplinary labs of research and experimentation to support businesses, 
encourage technology transfer, and contribute to the creation of startups. Seventeen of them have 
been founded and entail strong collaboration between public and private partners. Garage Sapienza 
is a joint project with the University of Rome La Sapienza, the 2nd City Council of the City of 
Rome, and IBM. Its goal is to form creative workshops spread throughout the area in which students 
of different degree programs can work on innovative entrepreneurial projects that could later be 
adopted by the businesses. Note that in November 2013, the InnovactionLab competition, originally 
put on by the University Roma Tre, collaborating with the Province of Rome from its inception, was 
recognized as a model of excellence in entrepreneurial training for young people by the JP Morgan 
Chase Foundation of New York, winning a philanthropic contribution to continue its work in 2014. 

16. To follow the company’s initiatives, see http://www.codemotionworld.com.

17. As for the print press, those who followed the phenomenon most closely include Nova from Il Sole 
24 Ore, edited by Luca de Biase. For the Roman metropolitan area, worth note is the work by the La 
Repubblica’s journalists Eugenio Occorsio, Daniele Autieri, and Riccardo Luna, which paid careful 
attention to the phenomenon, frequently giving space to the stories of young startuppers. Riccardo 
Luna gave particular attention to it, including launching a campaign about Internet access rights and 
by organizing initiatives for the spread of digital culture and makers, which made him one of the most 
listened to media voices on the issue. 

18. This data was in Early Stage in Italia, Rapporto 2013, Osservatorio Venture capital 
Monitor e Associazione IBAN - Italian Business Angel Network (see the report at:  
http://www.privateequitymonitor.it/attach/early_stage_in_italia___survey_2013.pdf). Additionally, 
on this point, estimates have shown that in 2012 Rome and Lazio counted about €10 million in 
investments for almost 100 startups established. This number can be compared with the nearly 2,000 
new innovative businesses founded in Berlin, in 2011, which generated €116 million of investments 
from venture capital, or the approximately €250 million of investments made in this sector in London 
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and Paris in 2012 (Innogest estimates based on AIFI/VEM/IBAN data). There is also significant 
spread throughout the area. On November 18, 2013 there were 137 innovative startups registered, of 
which 124 were in the province of Rome, 7 in Latina, 4 in Frosinone, and 2 in Viterbo. Of these, 118 
operate in service industries, 12 in industrial sectors, 4 in trade and 1 in tourism (2 are not classified).

19. Piemontech is an example of a public-private fund specifically for the regional economy. It focuses 
on innovative businesses located in Piedmont, involving diverse players, such as the Torino Wireless 
Foundation, the Istituto Superiore Mario Boella, and the incubator of the Politecnico di Torino, Banca 
Intesa, Eurfidi, and the Industrial Union of Turin. 

20. About the High Tech Fund for Southern Italy see information at http://goo.gl/rhtggG. 

21. In this landscape, there is the notable exception of Asset Camera, an agency of the Chamber of 
Commerce of Rome specialized in innovation. Its efforts led to the launch of a number of recent 
initiatives, under the name World Wide Rome, which brought Rome to the center of network of 
contacts with major players in the digital world and innovation’s latest trends. For example, Asset 
organized the first European Maker Faire held in October 2013 (for more about its activities, see 
http://www.worldwiderome.it/).

22. According to the recent Telefonica report about the top twenty cities in the world in terms of 
importance of their startup system, no Italian city was on the list (Milan is in the top forty). See the 
report here http://blog.digital.telefonica.com/?press-release=startup-ecosystem-report-2012. 

23. In the academic year 2011-2012, 253,242 students were enrolled in Lazio’s universities and 41,441 
students graduated in 2012. In 2012, the population with university degrees was 14.9%, above 
the national average (11.2%), increasing over 2004 (12%). To these data we can add that for the 
population with diplomas from university programs, which in 2011 was 34.9%, above the national 
average (28.8%) and up from 2004 (32.9%). Based on ISTAT-MIUR data. As for the national data, 
see the latest rankings on quality of life for the Province published by Il Sole 24 Ore on December 2, 
2013. For one of several indicators considered, the ratio between the number of innovative startups 
and young population, Rome is in 21st place, Latina is in 58th place, Frosinone in 84th place, Viterbo 
in 91st, and Rieti in 92nd.

24. Some data confirm the regional potential in the sector. In 2010, spending on research and development 
was €3 billion, 15.2% of the national total, which is 1.77% of GDP, above the national average 
(1.3%), but below the EU average (2%) and that of countries such as Germany and Finland (2.8% and 
3.9%, respectively). There are 32,084 research and development professionals, 14.2% of the total. 
Both for spending on research and development and for the number of professionals, Lazio is the 
second Italian region (after Lombardy). Based on ISTAT data.

25. These are also the basic elements of the reorganization process recently initiated at the regional level 
by the Regional Law No. 4 of June 28, 2013 (adopted in implementation of the law December 7, 
2012, n. 2013), regarding the reduction of policy costs, which has among its objectives streamlining, 
checks, and transparency for the Region’s offices and services. It should be noted that, in direct 
implementation of the law, on September 19 2013, a report was adopted outlining the criteria that 
should guide the reorganization of the Sviluppo Lazio agency. In this document, “to foster Lazio’s 
renewed competitiveness and support a new model of development, we will need to focus actions 
for high value added businesses with high growth potential, resulting in leverage for the production 
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system. In this context, there is one specific reference to startup policy which provides for the design 
of actions supporting them “moving beyond the niche approach in a perspective of policies integrated 
with industrial development, supporting the growth of highly innovative sectors and their relationship 
with research.” Along the same line, evincing the attention given to the startup issue, Regional Law n. 
13 of 30 December 2013 “Legge di stabilità regionale 2014” established a fund whose resources will 
be dedicated to disbursing grants for the creation of new innovative enterprise. The fund has €1.5 
million per year for the 2014-2016 period.

26. Through several Framework Program Agreements between the Lazio Region and the national 
government, the following technological districts have been established: Aerospace and Defense (in 
2004 agreement between the Lazio Region, the Ministry of Economy and Finance, and Ministry of 
Education), Bioscience in (2008 Agreement between the Lazio Region, Ministry of Education, and 
MISE), for Heritage and Culture (2008, agreement between Lazio Region, MIBAC, Ministry of 
Education, and MISE). Local production systems with a technological orientation (identified with 
council resolutions as per Regional Law 36/2001) are the audiovisual systems of the City of Rome, 
innovation in Reatino, electronics in Tiburtina, and chemical-pharmaceutical in Southern Lazio.

27. There are four Italian regions where the ratio of the total value of the creative sector on the economy 
is more than 6%; Lazio leads the rankings at 6.8%, followed by the Marche with 6.4%, and Lombardy 
and Veneto with 6.2% - Symbola Foundation, Io sono cultura: l’Italia della qualità e della bellezza 
sfida la crisi (2013).

28. On the economic impact of open data, a European example worth citing is the Danish one where 
they created the national platform Odis precisely with the goal of stimulating the growth of new 
innovative entrepreneurship. for an overview of the Danish example see M. Atmani in the Swiss 
newspaper Le Temps republished in the Internazionale, October 11/17, 2013, p. 50.

29. This refers to the provisions of the Regulation. 1303/2013 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council on the European Regional Development adopted on December 17, 2013. See, in particular, 
the provisions of art. 5 (Priority Investment), paragraphs 3 and 8. In paragraph 3, letter. a), it states 
that, in order to increase the competitiveness of SMEs, entrepreneurship should be promoted, in 
particular by facilitating the economic exploitation of new ideas and fostering the creation of new 
businesses, including through business incubators. Paragraph 8, which establishes measures to 
promote sustainable employment and quality, specifies that among measures that can be supported 
are the development of business and investment incubators and creating enterprises and micro-
enterprises.

30. On entrepreneurship education programs for young people in particular, the example of the city of 
New York is interesting, NYC Generation Tech (http://nycgenerationtech.com).

31. An interesting example, though not exactly corresponding, is the Aquile Blu program, sponsored 
by the Province of Trento’s financing agency, Trentino Sviluppo (http://www.trentinosviluppo.it/
Contenuti-istituzionali/Progetti/Aquile-Blu). 

32. An example of this is the VC Fonds Technologie Berlin organized by the city of Berlin. The €52 
million Fund is co-financed by the Structural Funds and may invest up to €1.5 million (with a 
maximum of €3 million in a company in several rounds of financing) in companies with high 
technological content. For more information see http://www.ibb-bet.de/vc_fonds_tech.0.html?&L=1.
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33. This option, recently taken by the Lombardy Region, is currently not open to the Lazio Region due to 
the constraints related to the healthcare deficit and the condition of the regional healthcare commission 
(Law no. 191/2009 art.2 paragraph 80, as amended by art. 2, paragraph 6 of the Legislative Decree 
no. 120/2013 and Art. 5, paragraph 4 of Legislative Decree no.68/2011). The recent example in 
Lombardy set zero IRAP for the first year and a reduction for the next two years. 

34. See note 26 for the legislative references about technological districts and local production systems 
with a technological orientation. In addition to those already mentioned, other important industrial 
districts worth note include the ceramic district of Civita Castellana, decorative stone and marble 
in Monti Ausoni-Tiburtina, apparel in Valle del Liri, and local agro-industrial production systems 
in Pontino, the paper industry in the province of Frosinone, and that nautical industry (provinces of 
Rome, Latina and Viterbo).

35.  An example is the Tech City Investment Organization, a public entity responsible, since April 2011, 
for “channeling” investments and innovative businesses to Tech City, the area of east London that the 
British government has identified as a location for startups. For the organization and results of the 
project, see the 2012 report: http://www.techcityuk.com/

36. The reference to the collaboration between BIC and ESA is in note 13.

37. This was the route chosen in Singapore, for example, where 25 innovation spaces have been created 
in the last three years where innovative businesses can locate, often at very low cost. For information 
about this example, see http://www.straitstimes.com/the-big-story/case-you-missed-it/story/rent-
start-space-little-15-day-20130330

38. In this vein are the already-mentioned directions outlined for reorganizing Sviluppo Lazio, which 
gives special attention to the issue of an extensive regional presence with the “reinvention” of already 
existing innovation centers that should be conceived as the local “antennas” of the new society. 

39. In addition to the above-mentioned initiatives done in Tech City by the British government, we 
should also mention Berlin Start-up Night (http://www.startupnight.de/news.html) and, for mapping 
businesses, Made in NY Digital Map (http://mappedinny.com).

40. Of interest here are the considerations of the Kauffman Institute’s researchers who observe the 
importance of the time factor in building an urban ecosystem for startups http://www.kauffman.org/
what-we-do/research/2013/09/pathdependent-startup-hubs-comparing-metropolitan-performance-
hightech-and-ict-startup-density
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